Abstract This article examines the relationship between judicial proof of facts and positivistic explanation in the natural and social sciences. Although these two forms of factual inquiry share evident similarities, it is argued that, on closer analysis, legal fact-finding is not even a proximate model of scientific explanation. Judicial proof more closely resembles clinical deliberations, such as those encountered in a medical context, than classical scientific method. Comparison with clinical practices should therefore promote understanding and serve as a basis for further research, critical appraisal and practical improvement of the processes of judicial proof.
main body of the article will reveal conceptual divergence and dissimilarity between the two modes of explanation and justification. In conclusion I propose the model of reasoning used in clinical practices (such as medicine) as a more appropriate candidate for comparison with the law. So far, that relationship has been neglected in legal scholarship. 1 Some readers might question the very project of comparing judicial proof to scientific explanation and its justification, for it might seem that the two concepts are so clearly dissimilar that there is no basis for any interesting comparison. To be sure, the scientific method is more methodical than legal proof. Nonetheless, the law does attempt to make generalisations about reality (particularly human reality) and to use these generalisations to produce inferences about events. In similar fashion, science endeavours to discover generalisations about realitylaws of nature, etc.-and it, too, draws on them to make causal predictions, and sometimes postdictions about past events (such as supernovas, the extinction of dinosaurs, and so forth). Other commentators press this parallel further, suggesting that the use of generalisations in law precisely mimics the scientific method, but less successfully. On this view, legal fact-finding is a second-best approximation of science, within the limitations of law.
2 This intuition will be challenged in the following discussion.
This article focuses on the way in which the law creates generalisations about reality, for use in judicial proof; and on the way these generalisations ground specific factual inferences. My conclusion will be analytical, not semantic, in the tradition of analytical jurisprudence. Comparison with the model of scientific explanation is intended to serve as a tool for the illumination and clarification of the concept of judicial proof. Better understanding of judicial proof should serve as a basis for further research, critical appraisal and practical improvement of the processes of judicial proof. Comparison with clinical practices can also generate new ideas and fruitful contrasts. Whilst certain applications will be suggested by way of illustration, it is only possible within the confines of a single article to present a preliminary theoretical analysis.
The similarity between judicial proof and scientific explanation
Before attempting to identify points of similarity and difference between 'judicial proof' and 'scientific explanation', these key concepts must be clarified.
Wigmore defines 'proof' in the legal context as 'the persuasive operation of the total mass of evidentiary fact as to a probandum'. 3 The transition from 'evidentiary fact' to the event to be proven (probandum) comprises two stages. First, an inference is made, based on the evidence brought before the court or based on the judge's life experience (the 'data'), to arrive at intermediate factual generalisations. Such generalisations may be divided into two categories: those that originate in, and are confined to, a specific case (derived from the evidence submitted in that case); and those that are used repeatedly in multiple cases, and are rooted in life experience (usually these are generalisations that concern human behaviour). The second stage of the transition, proceeding from the evidence to a decision about the event at hand (the 'postdiction', one might say), is based on those generalisations permitting inferences to be drawn from further evidence to ultimate conclusions. This article is concerned with the first of these two stages.
There is no longer a consensus among philosophers of science regarding the nature of scientific explanation. This article adopts Hempel's deductivenomological 4 model of explanation, alongside its justificatory twin: Hempel's hypothetico-deductive model of confirmation (with an explicit requirement of causality). 5 It has been said that ' [a]lmost everything written on the nature of scientific explanation in the last thirty-odd years derives directly or indirectly from [Hempel] '. 6 Unless one accepts an extreme relativist philosophy of science, according to which 'anything goes', 7 nothing turns on this selection for present purposes. Scientific method is conventionally broken up into four basic components: (a) observations; (b) hypotheses, i.e. scientific explanations of the findings of the observations; (c) predictions based on the hypotheses; and (d) experiments to test the predictions. New observations resulting from experiments designed to test predictions may serve as the basis for repeating the cycle.
Systematic testing of hypotheses patently does not have a direct analogue in the law. And yet, it seems that a certain similarity may be discerned between the elements of judicial proof, as characterised above, and at least the first three elements of scientific method. The most prominent similarities between scientific explanations and judicial proof of facts include: (a) a shared object of examination, the empirical world; (b) the use of inductive methods that cannot provide absolute certainty; and (c) insistence on a causal account linking evidence and proof, which extends beyond mere statistical correlations. Let us consider each aspect of the apparent similarity between scientific explanation and legal fact-finding more carefully.
The object of examination: the empirical world
In both science and law the object to be examined is the world of empirical phenomena. The purpose of the examination also seems broadly similar: scientists as well as courts strive to understand empirical reality, to reveal its patterns and identify causal laws. To these ends, both science and the law must create generalisations that can serve as the basis for predictions or 'postdictions' (conclusions about facts).
The use of inductive methods and postulation of theoretical entities
Both judicial proof of facts and scientific explanation apply inductive logic. This involves the discovery and formulation of broad arguments intended to apply to an unlimited set of occurrences, on the basis of findings obtained from a finite number of experimental observations. Moreover, if we look more closely at the structure of the proofs establishing facts in law and in science, a stronger parallel can be seen.
Empirical observation underpins the scientific laws that 'When placed in a Bunsen flame, sodium salt turns the flame yellow', or that 'Blue litmus paper dipped into acid changes its colour'. Similarly, judges make probabilistic assessments which reflect their personal and judicial experience, 8 treating these as valid generalisations regarding human behaviour. For example, if during the course of the trial a witness departs from her previously incriminating version and gives
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testimony exonerating the defendant, the court may apply the generalisation: 'If a witness retracts an earlier statement, experience suggests that she generally does so, not to correct a mistake, but for reasons that have nothing to do with the truth'. This inductive generalisation may postdict judicial assessments of the reliability of the evidence to which it applies.
Philosophers of science like Hempel and Quine have pointed out that the prevailing patterns of scientific explanation do not involve simple enumerative induction, 9 but rather belong to patterns of explanation that rely, in a more sophisticated way, on the principle of reasoned induction. 10 These patterns overcome the chief weakness of enumerative induction, which by its very nature cannot be used to distinguish between causal laws and mere accidents or coincidences. 11 Thus, Hempel proposed that scientific explanations have a deductive-nomological nature. 12 Briefly, in this explanation pattern, the scientific theory is a hypothesis or group of hypotheses that typically presuppose certain 'theoretical entities' 13 that cannot be directly observed. 14 The hypotheses explain empirical observations 15 and can be used to infer reliable predictions, either on their own or with the help of laws already established. At least part of the justification for continuing to accept hypotheses-and for eventually deeming them
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9 In enumerative induction, the weight of an inference is considered to be a function of the number of times the phenomenon has been observed in the past. For example, the induction that 'The sun will rise tomorrow in the east' is considered very powerful, if not absolutely certain, since it relies on a vast number of past sunrises in the east, without a single counter-example ever being observed: see L. J. Does an explanatory pattern with similar characteristics also apply to judicial proof of facts? I believe it does. In important ways, legal reasoning mimics deductive-nomological explanatory structures. As one illustration, consider a case in which a judge must decide on the applicability of the res gestae exception to the hearsay prohibition. The judge might hold that an injured accident victim is more likely to experience anxiety, confusion and a diminished capacity for fabricating testimony than an uninjured bystander. In doing so, the judge posits a psycho-juridical theory predicated on a general hypothesis about the factors contributing to the ability of people involved in an accident to manipulate evidence. This theory presumably draws on personal or forensic experience, as well as on general considerations of logic and common sense. The theory presupposes, or at least appears to presuppose, abstract mental entities like 'confusion' and human capacities like the ability to manipulate evidence, from which it draws, more or less deductively, conclusions regarding the facts of the case.
Causality
If we examine the last example more closely, the similarity between scientific explanation and judicial proof of facts becomes even clearer. In both areas we are dealing with causal explanations. 18 Purely statistical correlations between phenomena lack any dimension of causal explanation. Any inference or prediction based on a distribution of random variables cannot, as a rule, serve as judicial proof or as a scientific explanation 19 (apart, perhaps, from highly unusual cases, such as those in which the probability is near the extremes p(x) = 0 or p(x) = 1). 20 Thus, courts are usually reluctant to admit or rely on naked statistical evidence, such as raw epidemiological evidence. This is not a question of reliability: epidemiological evidence, for example, is often highly reliable at the level of statistical correlation. Nor does it only betoken an aversion to subjective probability assessments by judges or other fact-finders. On the contrary, objective probabilities could be employed in forensic fact-finding. 21 The 'causal-explanatory character' of judicial proof stems from the very nature of its investigation of factual findings and its anchoring of these findings in evidence.
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It is often said that all evidence must be statistical in some sense, for we can only understand the probative power of evidence through generalisations expressing the correlation between the information the evidence contains and the facts that are to be proved. But fact-finding in law also requires the demonstration of causal relationships, as cause or effect, with other evidence and with the facts in question. The causality involved in legal fact-finding concerns the relationship between the evidence and the direct and indirect facts in question (including facts regarding credibility).
The basic requirement of causality in legal fact-finding should not be confused with contemporary tort law doctrines such as evidential damage, compensation for lost chances, or market-share liability. 23 Whilst all of these doctrines are straightforwardly probabilistic, none of them relates to the concept of proof. They apply, rather, to the concept of liability, and function to widen the scope of tortious liability. As far as proof per se is concerned, the law's requirements are unchanged. The claimant must still establish an explanatory-causal relationship between the evidence and the head of tort in question. A mere statistical-probability correlation between the evidence and the lost chance of loss avoidance or recovery is not enough. Likewise, market-share liability is a method for calculating apportionment between defendants, not a new conceptual outlook on the proof of legal liability that dispenses with causal patterns of proof.
Insistence on causality crucially distinguishes both law and science from other ostensibly inductive theories or practices claiming to produce knowledge of empirical phenomena. Consider, for example, astrological explanation which purports to be inductive to the extent that it relies on past experience. Even if astrological claims are phrased in causal terms (for example, 'Your marriage is successful because Neptune was aligned with Mars on your wedding day'), and understood as such by those who make them, such explanations are entirely grounded in correlations between past phenomena. There is no general causal theory underlying general or specific astrological explanations or predictions, no account of how the heavenly bodies are supposed to influence human affairs. An explanatory-causal mechanism must be linked to existing theories and knowledge about the world. It cannot be assumed just because there is a correlation between phenomena. Astrology, unlike experimental science and the law, apparently does not even aspire to create a causal-explanatory mechanism of this kind.
The divergence between judicial proof and the scientific explanation
Despite these superficial similarities between judicial proof and scientific explanation, the intellectual activity involved in judicial proof of facts, on the basis of legal evidence, should not be considered 'scientific'. This section identifies four key distinguishing attributes: (a) judicial proof aspires to individual generalisations; (b) law involves a 'softer' form of causality, which cannot be depicted as a matter of necessary or sufficient causes; (c) the distinctive use of analogy in judicial proof; and (d) the absence of a 'strong' separation between discovery and justification in law.
The law's aspiration to individual generalisations
Let us begin with a simple distinction: While science attempts to form predictions anticipating the future, judicial proof of facts is primarily concerned with postdictions regarding the past. In and of itself, this disparity does not affect the rules of inductive logic or probability axioms, since nothing prevents their application as predictive tools in relation to incidents that have already occurred but are unknown. 24 Science, too, sometimes looks to the past and applies its generalisations there. However, the distinction between predictions and postdictions is important in a different sense. A legal postdiction centres on a single incident that happened in a specific time, place and manner. Science, in contrast, usually seeks to provide a general interpretation of empirical phenomena that is unlimited, as far as possible, to circumstances of time, place, and other contingent constraints. 25 It strives to shed light on the particular Furthermore, the assumption latent in scientific activity is that the particular can always be reduced to the more general. Even where uncommon events are concerned, like certain geological processes, supernovas, or the mass extinction of the dinosaurs, science assumes that a general explanation in terms of necessary causes should apply. This inclination is reflected in the meta-theoretical principle that, among rival theories with equal explanatory power, the more general and less circumscribed theory is to be preferred; 28 as well as in the manner in which inductions are actually made in scientific thought-that is, by the use of a similar cognitive preference.
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In contrast, the law's theoretical aspirations, in a sense, run in the opposite direction. The law seeks to discover the 'exceptional', the distinguishing details of a concrete event, 30 and to anchor them in 'personal' evidence, 31 that is, evidence that relies as far as possible on individual generalisations that pertain to the litigant, the type of act involved and the circumstances of the events in question.
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The law must aspire to distinctive evidential details. It cannot make do with broad scientific generalisations, the validity of which is unlikely to ensure their relevance and probative power when applied to a specific case with unique characteristics. Often, the quest for distinctions is so powerful that it can lead judges to confine their findings solely to 'the special circumstances of the case'. 33 Statements of this nature cannot, however, be taken at face value. The very discussion of proof and inference, of law as an information system (albeit a relatively unsophisticated one), assumes some pattern of generalisation on which any inference must rely. Thus it seems that such judicial reservations are best interpreted as calls for judicial proof that is as specific as possible.
The disparate aspirations of science and law for particularised proof are also partly attributable to the absence of experimental method and systematic observation in judicial proof. Science, on the other hand, strives for broad explanations partly because the more generalised a hypothesis is, the more testable it is.
Causality in law is not a matter of necessary or sufficient causes
A second difference between judicial proof of facts and scientific explanation concerns the nature of causal relations within each realm. Law seeks causal explanations relevant to the application of juridical norms, and which accord with the cognitive categories, interests, and presumptions of legal discourse in general.
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For example, suppose a court investigates the cause of a fire on the claimant's property, which the insurance company defendant contends was set by the claimant himself. In this case the court will not be interested in the necessary conditions for fires, such as the presence of oxygen in the air, or in any of the physical conditions sufficient for the fire in question to erupt. What the court must uncover is the event or action that, along with the ordinary background conditions, made the difference between the event happening and the event not happening. Simply put, the court must examine whether the cause of the fire was arson by the claimant, for the epistemological category the court is working with is 'legal liability'. The court will be satisfied if it finds that enough evidence exists to indicate that the fire was set by the claimant, without concerning itself with more distant causes along the causal chain. A detailed list of the personal or social precursors of the arson would be superfluous. Thus, causality in the law cannot be explained simply in terms of necessary or sufficient causes. sciences to the extent that they adopt a natural science explanatory structure as their model.
Scientific explanations endeavour to discover necessary patterns and definite causal laws. While the social sciences often discover mere correlations rather than definite rules, this is not their objective. Even when the laws discovered are mere correlations, they are defined in a general statistical form. The model for positivist social science is still the natural sciences, even if in practice experimental methods are sometimes very difficult to extrapolate from the laboratory to the social world. Although likewise based on causality, judicial explanations make do with a 'softer' variety of causation, grounded in reasonableness. The factual generalisations that judges try to establish are informed by the evidence in the case and by their knowledge of the world. Usually, such generalisations apply only under 'normal' circumstances, i.
e. in open-ended contexts with an unquantifiable structure or with only a general characterisation of cases presented as 'exceptions to the rule'. 36 Take, for example, a legal generalisation such as 'A suspect's refusal to participate in a line-up stems from his fear of being positively identified'. Whilst this may be a valid generalisation, it is patently not a universal law.
Presumptions, conceived as generalisations applicable to most relevant cases but which can nonetheless be refuted, 37 further illustrate the distinction between causality as a basis for juridical inferences and causation in scientific explanations. A scientific law posits an explanation involving a cause and its necessary effect, like the expansion of gas under heat or the boiling point of water. This is quite different from a legal presumption, such as the presumption that 'a person is generally aware of the consequences of her behaviour as far as its physical nature, the circumstances, and the possibility that certain natural results will ensue from it'. 38 From the outset, such presumptions are merely generalisations that apply to the majority of cases. The rebuttal of a legal presumption in a particular concrete case does not negate that presumption's general validity. On the contrary, the refutation of presumptions in concrete cases is part of the logic of presumptions in law. 39 The legal system does not subscribe to the (highly problematic) epistemological assumption that the very existence of a presumptive generalisation (of any kind) combined with the absence of contradictory evidence in a particular case (whatever the circumstances) necessarily implies that the presumption is valid in that case. A presumption of fact typically relies on inductive logic. But the generalisations of inductive logic can be rebutted by the facts of the instant case.
The use of analogy
Analogy is perhaps the most common inductive pattern employed in judicial proof of facts. By 'analogy' I mean a logical pattern of inference, rather than metaphorical allusion for the sake of example, illustration, or comparison. Analogy in this sense is used to draw conclusions and to make assessments on the basis of past experience; to learn from the known about the unknown, 40 as with induction in general.
There are significant differences between the pattern of analogy in law and the 'stronger' inductive pattern known as enumerative induction, where the antecedents are identical with the conclusion that must be inferred (and the power of such inductions therefore depends on the number of antecedents). First of all, conclusions inferred from enumerative induction are more general. 41 While an enumerative-inductive generalisation usually relates to an infinite group of cases, an analogical argument may address a finite group of cases, or even only one additional case. A second difference is that analogy permits considerable flexibility in the required similarity between antecedents. Thus, analogy progresses not as a simple generalisation, but according to principles of relevance, similarity and distinction. Induction, in a scientific context, implies the need to construct experiments that isolate the relevant variables and thus keep them almost identical and unchanging. Analogy, on the other hand, has a more flexible character, and is satisfied by adequate similarity, considering the circumstances, between relevant antecedents and between the antecedents and the conclusion. Although it adopts an explanatory-causal form, analogy has no pretension to establish an all-encompassing causal-explanatory thesis regarding the entirety of the information contained in the antecedents.
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40 See M. P. Golding, Legal Reasoning (Alfred Knopf: New York, 1984). In formal terms, argument by analogy proceeds in the following way: Let the antecedents be:
(1) X, Y are entities with the common qualities P, Q; (2) X has an additional quality R; (3) P, Q are relevant qualities for the existence of quality R; Conclusion: In the absence of conflicting characteristics, Y has quality R. 41 Copi and Cohen, above n. 9 at 381-2.
Extensive use of analogy in the law is linked to the aspiration to individual generalisations in judicial proof. Both features are correlated with the divergent cognitive interests of law and science. A preference for analogy also reflects the law's lack of two significant elements of scientific explanation-the experimental method and systematic observations.
Discovery and justification
A long tradition in the philosophy of science holds that the process and the manner in which a scientific discovery is arrived at are unimportant, as long as its validity has been confirmed. A hypothesis does not per se have to meet any standards of rationality. The history of science is packed with riveting accounts of discoveries made through personal-experiential insights, mystical or theological beliefs, 42 mistakes, nightmares, hallucinations or dreams.
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The grounds for separating the context of a particular discovery from the justification of its validity are fairly self-evident, and can be illustrated by a simple hypothetical example. 44 Suppose that a computer performs a random sampling of letters, digits, and ordinary mathematical symbols, creating a series of signs, separated intermittently by spaces. One day, the computer operator is amazed to discover that the computer output contains the entire formulation of Einstein's Theory of Relativity, including its mathematical formalisation. Obviously, the random generation of the theory does not constitute grounds for rejecting the theory's validity. It would be correct but irrelevant to argue that the probability of making such a chance discovery is infinitesimal (or more generally, that there is little probability of discovering valid theories by methods that science now considers 'irrational'). 45 The question is not 'What is the probability of making a discovery using one method or another?', but rather: 'Assuming that a valid theory has been discovered, should it be rejected simply because it was discovered by fluke?' The answer is clearly negative. Moreover, the fact that a certain discovery was made under strange circumstances is not even a prima facie reason for rejecting a theory derived from it. There are other methods, independent of the history of a hypothesis's discovery, for examining the soundness of a scientific theory.
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How does this compare with judicial proof of facts? There is good reason to suspect that the 'Separation Thesis', differentiating discovery from justification, does not apply in the law, at least not in the strong sense it carries in science. 47 This appears to follow from the intrinsic importance ascribed to logic, rationality and morality in legal adjudication. 48 These elements underpin the justification of general inference structures and concrete factual determinations in law. The rationality of the fact-finding process, as a part of judicial procedure generally, is therefore seen as contributing to the justification of legal verdicts. Discovery and justification are fused in the law.
In scientific thought, it really does not matter at all how one arrives at a genuine discovery. It makes no difference, for example, if a new hypothesis was formulated in order to refute the theories of a despised rival. But a judge cannot decide a legal case on the basis of her affection for one party or dislike of another. Legal discovery is purposive and intentional, subordinating the process to some theory of the objectives of the procedure. In fact, the very concept of judicial proof assumes dependence on procedure, and judicial discovery is a central part of that procedure (whether or not the process involved is fully transparent to the fact-finder, or adequately articulated in a reasoned judgment).
The dependence of judicial proof on legal procedure imposes important constraints on judicial research undertaken in search of the facts. Such constraints are not characteristic of scientific research, and further serve to distinguish legal fact-finding from scientific explanation. First, legal procedure imposes temporal limitations on fact-finding, and demands conclusive results.
49
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46 Until a few decades ago, the separation of discovery from justification in science was accepted as almost self-evident, but has more recently been challenged by Thomas Kuhn's highly influential (arguing that parties to civil procedure may opt for unorthodox evidentiary mechanisms, such as relying on raw statistical evidence, so long as they observe the fundamental principle that disputes must be settled rationally and logically). 49 See Kaye, above n. 1. Secondly, the parties, as well as the judge, are constrained in their factual investigations and case preparation, in order to ensure timely verdicts. Thirdly, fact-finders in the common law tradition are bound by procedural arrangements that determine, among other things, the form in which information is presented to them. Common law judicial proceedings adopt an adversarial structure, and dictate that certain information is excluded from the trial on grounds of unfairness, bias, confusion, or to maintain procedural integrity. 50 The process of forming a judicial opinion is doubtless also a function of these procedural arrangements. 51 Fourthly, judicial process is necessarily a response to disputes that happen to be litigated, as distinct from a proactive, focused, meticulously planned investigation of all relevant facts and circumstances. Fifthly, legal procedure typically 52 obliges fact-finders to draw positive inferences on the evidence presented. They cannot defer their decision or conclude that the information available to them is insufficient. Sixthly, the conditions under which legal proceedings take place are often sub-optimal from a cognitive perspective, for example in maintaining alert and attentive fact-finders. Seventhly, judges in the common law tradition work with a given body of information, and largely depend on the litigants to provide it. Judges' opportunity to collect observations and to perform their own 'experiments' is quite limited, owing to limited time and resources. Above all, this limitation stems from the nature of judicial observation. A trial is a procedure that reconstructs specific events that occurred in the past, through testimony-i.e. reports of non-replicable observations-and through the application of general theories, the soundness of which cannot be corroborated during the inquiry. Much of the evidence presented in court is based on testimony whose reliability and applicability to the matter in question cannot be guaranteed in advance. 53 Eighthly, the law is a closed system of decision-making. There is no other judge or fact-finder, who is external to the legal system of trial and appeal, to whom litigants, witnesses, or anyone else can turn for a second opinion (setting aside special legal procedures allowing for external review). However, this very procedure exemplifies the difference between judicial proof and scientific explanation.
No such procedural limitations constrain scientific research, which is based on an open-ended process of collaboration, transparency and peer review. The data that scientists work with are in the public domain, available to any qualified researcher. Scientists provide a wealth of detail when reporting their experiments, in order to enable other researchers to reproduce their experimental designs and test their results. The law, too, recognises a principle of publicity, but this principally entails passive observation by anyone who is not a formal participant. Another publicity rule requires that legal rulings be published, but this only allows general criticism, usually detached from the context of concrete inferences and decisions and based on incomplete information. The public nature of science is much stronger. Facts that are the subject of a scientific examination must be publicly available and open to rigorous examination by anyone. 54 In this sense scientific research is a collaborative and participatory exercise. 55 The fact that judicial discovery is not detached from the justification of judicial findings does not, in and of itself, establish a lack of scientific validity, either in relation to general method or particularised findings. However, underlying law's emphasis on the rationality and non-arbitrariness of the process of judicial discovery is the absence of any external criterion, independent of the process itself, against which the correctness of factual findings and general inferences may be measured. This sets judicial proof apart from scientific explanation, for as Hempel observed, 'the nature of scientific argument is its ability to withstand the test of observation'. 56 Indeed, if there is a single characteristic that distinguishes between science and pseudo-science or metaphysics, it is exactly the testability and refutability of scientific hypotheses and theories. 57 External examination of theories and data is considered vital, even by approaches that question the very possibility of external empirical examination and refutation. 58 Even in relation to specific past events, the generalisations used by science to arrive at conclusions can be re-examined and retested.
Scientific theory and practice are distinct from systems that deal with naturally non-replicable and unrepeatable events, or those that insulate themselves in advance against any attempt at refutation (or examination). 59 Nevertheless, it would be premature to ascribe to judicial proof a strong circularity. Judicial inferences are partially open to updated information flowing in from 'external' sources, such as expert witness testimony, scientific evidence, academic commentary and comparative law. Additionally, there is some, albeit limited, scope for informal feedback through judicial experience; for example, by testing judicial hypotheses against more or less dependable forms of proof (DNA, fingerprinting). These processes are vital for enabling the judicial system to process information in dynamic spheres of activity.
Whilst adjudication is therefore not devoid of learning mechanisms, they are flawed to the extent that updated information is partial, arbitrary, and strongly biased towards confirmation of existing data. An additional psychological constraint is the human tendency to 'lock on' to assumptions and refrain from investigating matters any further. Without the scientific ethos of learning from errors and systematically seeking refutations, legal fact-finding is in danger of 'spinning out of control'. Institutional and psychological constraints become mutually reinforcing. Indeed, a pivotal factor affecting the quality of organisational learning and information updating in the judicial system is its degree of openness to criticism levied by attorneys, scholars and scientists. Openness and criticism should find expression, not only in limited permissions to express differing positions or to state reservations, but in the creation of institutions whose essential brief is to be critical of orthodox practice.
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Judicial proof and alternative models of human knowledge-history and clinical practice
If judicial proof is fundamentally different from explanation and its justification in the natural and social sciences, might other fields of inquiry provide a better model? This section of the article first examines the parallels between judicial proof and research in the humanities, specifically historical inquiry, before concluding that clinical practice in medicine provides the closest analogy to legal fact-finding.
Comparison to the study of history initially seems promising, since both fields deal with events of the past. Professor Allen has indeed pointed to some lines of similarity between the epistemology of historiography and the epistemology of judicial proof of facts. 61 But at least in relation to the process of creating and utilising generalisations, the differences between historiography and judicial proof are significant. Historiography goes beyond merely depicting past events, to seek a deeper level of understanding. Legal fact-finding is, by contrast, localised and relatively superficial. An illustration of this contrast can be found in their disparate approaches to motivation. Motives are often the central focus of historical studies, whereas the law is notoriously unconcerned with actors' motives per se. In law, motive functions at most as evidence that events transpired in a certain way.
This fundamental distinction between the cognitive interests of historiography and law also leads to different uses of generalisations and analogies. As law does not seek complete causal explanations, reasoning by analogy will often suffice. Not so in history. For example, the historical 'folly' (i.e. actions against the best interests of the actor) affords nice analogies, but it would not suffice for serious historiographical writing without comprehensive elucidation, as in Barbara Tuchman's The March of Folly. 62 In order to explain why the US betrayed itself in Vietnam, as Tuchman suggests, would it be enough to point out that the British also acted against their own best interests in their attitude toward the American Colonies? Or, to go further back, to recall that Rehab'am betrayed his own best interests in his treatment of the northern Israelite tribes? At most, such analogies supply an interesting basis for further research into the causes of these events. In the law, on the other hand, cases can be settled by the use of analogies. Historiography bears greater resemblance to law only at the margins, where it tries, detective-style, to solve particular mysteries ('cases'), such as whether or not Richard III murdered the princes in the Tower. 63 Greater similarities can be found between judicial proof and clinical practices. implications likely to result from different types of error figure prominently in her decision-making process. Doctors are usually trained to use their judgement conservatively, by assuming, when in doubt, that a patient is ill rather than healthy.
These points of similarity find expression in the manner in which both clinical practices and the law create and employ generalisations. In clinical practices and judicial fact-finding alike, analogy is the prime diagnostic tool. Wigmore gives the following example of analogical argument in law:
To show that a certain boiler was not dangerously likely to explode at a certain pressure of steam, other instances of non-explosion of boilers at the same pressure would be relevant, provided the other boilers were substantially similar in type, age, and other circumstances affecting strength.
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Medical diagnosis and prescribed treatments follow similar reasoning patterns.
Where blood tests reveal a certain bacterium in the patient's blood, the physician may consider several medications, each with a certain level of efficacy and different side-effects for different patients. The doctor must identify the most suitable medication by consulting medical literature and relying on her own professional experience with patients with similar characteristics (physical condition, age, sex, health record, etc.) to the instant now requiring treatment. In other words, the doctor constructs a generalisation of an explanatory-causal nature, generated from past experience, and employs it in a specific case. A similar process occurs when a doctor attempts to determine whether a cancer patient's illness resulted from exposure to dangerous substances. Here, too, the doctor will consider the progression of the illness, the patient's family history, and any other relevant factors, to try to reach a conclusion regarding causation. She constructs the closest analogue, based on explanatory-causal considerations, of known cases from the medical literature or her own professional experience.
As in these typical clinical settings, judicial fact-finding also relies on the uncritical, largely dogmatic application of many theories underpinning the fact-finder's knowledge and beliefs. Judges and clinicians alike are obliged to proceed in this fashion owing to their inability to plan and perform proper experiments, to analyse data using statistical tools, and to rely on simplifying assumptions. But this is also justified because clinical investigation intends only to steer us towards one given conclusion, action or inaction, over other alternatives. The theory of Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE) emphasises the relationship between scientific clinical discretion and more mundane intuitive thinking. 66 Judicial proof of facts also fits the patterns of IBE, for which the question is not 'Why this way?', but rather: 'Why this way, and not another way?' In other words, IBE describes the choice from a list of available or accessible explanations, on the basis of similarity and difference and the logic of cause and effect. In this way, IBE highlights the link between the investigator's cognitive interests and her inferential conclusions.
Medical diagnosis may sometimes be more structured and rule-bound than judicial proof of facts, but the difference is easily explained. A disease is a 'theoretical' fact, determined by medical classification. This is particularly apparent for mental illnesses, but is also true for illnesses in general. Medical classification is usually based on symptoms and factors that can be examined in the present, without the need for making inductive inferences. Thus, a diagnosis of intestinal cancer does not require a physician to distinguish between cancers resulting from exposure to dangerous substances as opposed to hereditary disease. When the cause of an illness, or its prognosis or responsiveness to prescribed treatments, is in question, however, clinical practice closely resembles judicial proof of facts.
Conclusion
This discussion has indicated certain similarities between judicial proof and the accepted patterns of scientific explanation in the natural and social sciences. Both employ inductive logic and deductive-nomological-like explanatory structures. More importantly, in both fields proof has a causal-explanatory nature. However, more careful examination suggests that judicial proof is not even a proximate model of scientific explanation. Explanations in the natural sciences aspire to generality. Judicial proof, on the other hand, proceeds by differentiation and analogy, a process more closely resembling clinical deliberations, particularly in medicine, than classical scientific method.
These differences can be traced to the divergent cognitive interests of science and law, and they are reflected in contrasting procedures. Law does not employ systematic experimentation. Moreover, in the absence of any external criterion for testing the validity of general theories and for verifying first-order factual arguments, the law emphasises the process of discovery itself. Discovery in law is strongly linked to the idea of procedural justice, and conducted within the cognitive, conceptual, and ideological categories of legal theory. A great deal more might be said about the positive characteristics of legal discovery, and their implications for the rationality and legitimacy of judicial proof. However, the preliminary analysis presented in this article should serve as an illuminating starting point for critical appraisal of judicial proof.
The conclusion that judicial proof differs fundamentally from scientific explanation does not in itself imply that legal fact-finding is irrational or fails to do justice, although it may help us to understand the type of justice that the judicial system dispenses, and shed light on its boundaries and limitations. 67 More profound understanding of the logic of judicial proof calls for a fuller normative and descriptive account of fact-finding, as a component of broader theories of evidence, adjudication, and law. Absent a more complete theory of factual discovery in law, it would be premature to conclude that judicial proof is circular in a 'strong' sense. Although the risk of embedded and irreversible errors cannot be denied, accumulated judicial experience counts for something. Moreover, the insulation of legal fact-finding from external review is reinforced by other values of finality, stability, consistency and res judicata.
Judicial discovery of facts is an elusive, puzzling phenomenon, and its processes are largely hidden from direct observation. To paraphrase Oliver Wendell Holmes' famous dictum, the life of judicial proof of facts is a matter of both logic and experience. And as another Holmes (Sherlock) 68 astutely remarked, Most people, if you describe a train of events to them, will tell you what the result would be. They can put those events together in their minds, and argue from them that something will come to pass. There are few people, however, who, if you told them a result, would be able to evolve from their own inner consciousness what the steps were which led up to that result. 69 
